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Chapter 4

Coreference resolution for

off-line answer extraction

In this chapter we present a state-of-the-art coreference resolution system for Dutch.
This system has been integrated into the answer extraction module. We evaluate the
extended module on the extraction task as well as on the task of question answering
(QA).

4.1 Introduction

Up till now we have discussed extraction patterns defined in such a way that answers
are only extracted when they appear within a matching sentence. However, it has
been shown that a substantial proportion of facts in corpora are not expressed within
a single sentence (Stevenson, 2006). In these cases more than one sentence should be
taken into account to infer the answer. The following example illustrates this:

(1) Question: Where was Mozart born?
Text: Mozarti is one of the most famous composers ever. Hei was born in
Salzburg.
Answer: Salzburg.

The pronoun He refers to Mozart1 and therefore we can infer from these two sentences
the fact that Mozart was born in Salzburg, which is the answer to the question. In
order to extract answers in those kind of constructions we need coreference resolution.

Coreference is considered by Van Deemter and Kibble (2000) as the relation which
holds between two noun phrases both of which are interpreted as referring to the same
unique referent in the context in which they occur. This means that a coreference re-
lation is an equivalence relation. Consequently, coreferential relations are symmetrical
and also transitive.

1Here as well as in the remainder of the chapter coreference of terms is highlighted by marking
the relevant terms with the same letter in subscript.
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58 Chapter 4. Coreference resolution for off-line answer extraction

To date various approaches have been developed to perform the task of corefer-
ence resolution. Early work in this field was highly knowledge based. Well-known
approaches depending on syntactic knowledge are those of Hobbs (1978) and Lappin
and Leass (1994). The works of Brennan et al. (1987) and Grosz et al. (1995) are more
discourse-oriented approaches that received much attention.

The increasing availability of corpora together with the growing need for prac-
tical applications, moved the direction of research towards knowledge-poor approaches
(Mitkov, 1998; Baldwin, 1997). However, these knowledge-poor approaches are often
limited to the resolution of third person pronouns only.

The availability of annotated corpora opened up the possibility for machine learning
approaches. Examples of machine learning approaches are those of Soon et al. (2001),
Ng and Cardie (2002c), Strube et al. (2002), Yang et al. (2003), and Luo et al. (2004).
The first corpus-based coreference resolution approach proposed for Dutch is also based
on machine learning techniques (Hoste, 2005). In most machine learning approaches
the task of coreference resolution is considered a classification task. The systems learn
to decide whether a pair of NPs is coreferent or not.

Research on coreference resolution for Dutch is done by Akker et al. (2002), Bouma
(2003), and Hoste (2005). Akker et al. (2002) and Bouma (2003) both describe a
knowledge-based resolution system which resolves pronominal anaphors. Bouma’s
system is based on dependency relations given by Alpino. Hoste implemented the first
full coreference system for Dutch, which not only resolves pronouns, but also common
nouns and named entities. She developed a new corpus annotated with coreferential
relations between noun phrases.

In this chapter we describe how we use a state-of-the-art coreference resolution
system to address the low coverage problem of off-line answer extraction. In section
4.2 we describe a coreference resolution system which is similar to Bouma’s system in
that it is based on dependency relations. However, we had the corpus of Hoste at our
disposal and developed a system for resolving pronouns, common nouns and named
entities. The coreference system is evaluated and compared to Hoste’s coreference
system. In section 4.3 we incorporate the coreference resolution system into our answer
extraction system. Results are reported for both the extraction task and the question
answering task. Then, in section 4.4 we discuss research of others related to our work.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 4.5.
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4.2 Coreference resolution

4.2.1 Choosing an approach

Considering the task of coreference resolution as a classification task seems somewhat
counter-intuitive. First, the vast majority of NP pairs in a document is not corefer-
ent. In some cases this potential problem of skewed class distribution is handled by
retaining for training only those instances for non-coreferent NPs that lie between an
anaphor and its farthest preceding antecedent (Ng and Cardie, 2002a; Soon et al.,
2001). Secondly, a consequence of training systems as binary classifiers is that it can
happen that for a particular NP more than one preceding NP is classified as being
coreferential. Typically, for the task of coreference resolution only one NP is selected
as the coreferring antecedent. In that case it still needs to be decided which candidate
is most likely to be the correct antecedent. In other words, at the end it still comes
down to ranking possible antecedents and select the most likely one.

Another aspect, which can be seen in the first statistical approaches to coreference
resolution, to which we object is examining reference relations between NP pairs in
isolation. The reason for this objection is that in this approach information that
becomes available due to the transitivity inherent in coreference relations when NPs
are clustered one by one is not used. This is illustrated with the following example:

(2) [Miriam de Boer]i maakte bekend dat [Roelof Janssen]j verdwijnt als hoofd
van het bestuur. In politieke kringen klonk de laatste tijd nogal wat kritiek op
Janssenj . [De Boer]i zei dat hijj niet erg geliefd meer was.
English: [Miriam de Boer]i announced that [Roelof Janssen]j will resign as
head of the board. In political circles Janssenj received quite a lot of criticism
lately. [De Boer]i said that hej was not very popular anymore.

In this example we want to resolve the masculine pronoun hij ‘he’ in the last sentence.
Looking at NP pairs in isolation we have no information about gender for the candidate
antecedents Janssen and De Boer. Taking into account previously formed clusters we
can deduce that De Boer is female, since it corefers with Miriam de Boer and Miriam
is a female name. Similarly we can conclude that Janssen is male and therefore the
best choice as antecedent for hij.

Yang et al. (2004) propose an approach which performs coreference resolution by
exploring the relationships between NPs and coreferential clusters. Their experiment
shows that their approach outperforms a baseline NP-NP based approach in both
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recall and precision.

Therefore we decided to look at the task of coreference resolution as a clustering-
based ranking task. Some NP pairs are more likely to be coreferent than others. The
system should rank the possible antecedents for each anaphor considering features
from the candidate itself as well as features from the cluster to which the candidate
belongs, and it should pick the most likely candidate as the coreferring antecedent.

The algorithm for pronominal anaphora resolution of Lappin and Leass (1994) is a
good example of a NP-NP ranking approach. In this approach salience factors are used
based on syntactical information to calculate scores for candidate NPs. The factors
and the associated initial weight values are listed in table 4.1. Lappin and Leass point
out that the specific values of the initial weights are arbitrary. The weights define the
comparative relations among the factors. They have tested and refined this relational
structure through experiments.

Factor type Initial weight

Sentence recency 100

Subject emphasis 80

Existential emphasis 70

Accusative emphasis 50

Indirect object and oblique complement emphasis 40

Head noun emphasis 80

Non-adverbial emphasis 50

Table 4.1: Salience factor types with initial weights defined by Lappin and Leass

The salience value of a noun phrase is the sum of the weight values of its salience
factors. With each new sentence that is processed the prior assigned salience value is
divided by two. When the value approaches zero (the authors do not mention a specific
cut-off), the NP is removed from the list of candidates. If a pronoun is anaphorically
linked to a previously introduced NP, they are said to be in the same equivalence
class, because they refer to the same entity in the real world. The candidate with the
highest score is chosen as the antecedent. The pronoun is added to the equivalence
class of the selected antecedent. Then the process can start all over again with the
next pronoun.

Their method inspired us to the development of a clustering-based ranking ap-
proach which uses a similar scoring algorithm. In contrast to the approach of Lappin
and Leass our ranking mechanism is not only based on features from the candidate
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itself, but also on features from the cluster to which the candidate belongs. Syntactic
structures and semantic information are provided by the Alpino parser (Van Noord,
2006). During development we tested and refined the system by using the annotated
training corpus developed by Hoste (2005), namely KNACK-2002. Hoste herself also
used part of this corpus for training. In the next section we will describe this approach
in more detail.

4.2.2 Coreference resolution process

We developed a clustering-based coreference resolution system inspired by the al-
gorithm for pronominal anaphora resolution of Lappin and Leass. The input for the
system is a fully parsed document. The output is a set of clustered nominals from the
document. The first step is to detect all nominals from one document. The goal is
to cluster all coreferring nominals together. The system selects the nominals one by
one, and checks whether they corefer with an element of one of the previously found
clusters. If so, it adds this nominal to the coreferring cluster. Else this nominal will
form a cluster on its own and we go to the next not-yet-clustered nominal.

To show the effect of decisions we made during development we use precision
and recall scores that are based on the coreferential links between antecedents and
anaphors. The calculation we perform to determine the precision is as follows.

precision = CS

NS

where CS is the number of anaphors which the system has clustered with the correct
antecedent (according to the annotation in the corpus) and NS the total number of
anaphors the system has clustered. In the remainder of this chapter we refer to this
score as the precision anchor score. Recall is calculated by dividing the number
of anaphors clustered together with the correct antecedent by the total number of
anaphors in the annotated corpus (NA).

recall = CS

NA

In the remainder of this chapter we refer to this score as the recall anchor score.
Using the recall and precision anchor score we also computed the F-score, the weighted
harmonic mean of precision and recall.

F = 2PR
P+R

These scores are only used to illustrate the effects of various development decisions.
Later in this chapter in section 4.2.3 we provide a detailed evaluation of the overall
system in which we apply the MUC score, a more commonly used evaluation measure.
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The first step in the coreference resolution process is to parse the document col-
lection thus detecting all nominals in the documents and making the linguistic in-
formation in the corpus available. These preprocessing steps are described in section
4.2.2.1. Following Hoste we developed for each type of NP — pronouns, definite NPs
and named entities (NEs) — a separate technique, because for each type other sali-
ence factors and other weights for these factors play a role in the resolution process.
For instance, to link two coreferring named entities, such as Clinton and Bill Clinton,
string matching is an important factor. On the other hand, syntactic information is of
more use for the resolution of pronouns. The three techniques are described in sections
4.2.2.2, 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.4 respectively.

4.2.2.1 Preprocessing

For development and evaluation purposes we used the KNACK-2002 corpus (Hoste,
2005). This coreferentially annotated Dutch corpus is based on KNACK, a Flemish
weekly news magazine. KNACK covers a wide variety of topics in economical, political,
scientific, cultural and social news. For the construction of this Dutch corpus Hoste
et al. selected articles of different lengths, which all appeared in the first ten weeks of
2002. The corpus consists of 267 documents in which 12,546 NPs are annotated with
coreferential information. Of these 267 documents 25 documents were left out to use
as test set, the remaining 242 documents were used during the development phase.

To obtain the linguistic information in the corpus we first parsed all documents
with Alpino (Van Noord, 2006). Then we extracted all non-coordinated NPs, so
conjunctions or disjunctions of NPs are not extracted. The reason was that including
coordinated NPs yielded too many errors. Whether this was due to the annotation in
the KNACK-2002 corpus or to the coreference resolution system itself was not clear
and needs further investigation. Using the syntactic output from Alpino (among other
things) we derive the following information for each extracted NP:

• The root of the head of the NP;

• The part-of-speech (POS) tag of the head of the NP, which could have one of the
following values: LOC; ORG; PER; noun; pronoun; possessive pronoun. So in case
the POS tag was a name, the NE-information is immediately given;

• The gender, which we only detected for person names and pronouns. Dutch speakers
from the north and west of the Netherlands do not assign a gender to objects in
contrast to Dutch speakers from the south of the Netherlands and Flemish speakers.
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KNACK-2002 is a Flemish corpus, hence information about the gender of objects
would be relevant. Unfortunately, we did not have this information at our disposal.
For the gender of person names we used a list of female first names and male first
names. If the name was a surname or an unknown name then it received the tag
male-or-female. For the gender of pronouns we simply implemented a set of rules;

• The number, which could have one of the following values: sg (singular); pl (plural);
meas (in case it was a measure term, such as ‘percent’); both (in case it was unknown).
If the NP was in subject position we looked at the number of the main verb. The
number of the main verb is given by Alpino. For pronouns the numbers were simply
defined in the programme. In other cases the number was unknown;

• The begin and end position of the head of the NP in the sentence;

• The yield of the NP, by which we mean the head of the NP together with the transitive
closure of all the dependents of this head;

• The begin and end position of the yield of the NP;

• The ID of the document, together with the ID of the paragraph and the sentence.

Extracting the NPs from sentence (3) we obtain the information shown in table
4.1 on page 64 for the four NPs.

(3) Met Blair probeer ik een alliantie te vormen die de Frans-Duitse as kan counteren.
English: I try to form an alliance with Blair which can counter the French-
German axis.

The information obtained is used in the resolution of the different coreferring nouns.

4.2.2.2 Resolving Pronouns

This section presents an approach to resolving third person personal pronouns and
third person possessive pronouns. We consider nominals tagged by the Alpino part-
of-speech tagger with a pronoun tag or a possessive pronoun tag as pronouns.

We did not cover demonstrative pronouns and the reflexive pronoun zich ‘himself,
herself, itself, themselves’. These pronouns were often not tagged as coreferring in the
KNACK-2002 corpus. For demonstrative pronouns the reason is that they can refer
to clausal constructions such as in (4), which is beyond the scope of annotation.
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(4) Schenkingen, zei hij, maar [van wie]i, [dati wou hij niet kwijt]j . Datj was loyaal
van Kohl ten opzichte van zijn geldschieters uit het bedrijfsleven [...]
English: Donations, he said, but [from whom]i, [thati he did not want to
convey]j . Thatj was loyal of Kohl towards his business sponsors [...]

The reflexive pronoun zich can be lexicalised and is then obligatory. Lexicalised
reflexive pronouns do not refer to an argument and can not be replaced by other NPs.
However, it turned out that it is quite difficult to automatically decide when a reflexive
pronoun is lexicalised or not. Alpino tries to make this distinction, but unfortunately
its results often did not overlap with the annotation of the corpus, because errors were
made on both sides. Here are two examples of such mismatches:

(5) a. De chaos grijpt zo om zich heen dat in beide landen al een begin is gemaakt
met een ’hernationalisering’.
English: The chaos is spreading so widely, that both countries have already
begun a ’re-nationalisation’.

b. De das komt in Vlaanderen bijna uitsluitend in het zuiden van de provincie
Limburg voor, waar hij zich langzaam uitbreidt,[...]
English: The badger occurs in Flanders almost exclusively in the south of
the province Limburg, where it spreads slowly, [...]

In example (5-a) the reflexive pronoun zich is detected as a lexicalised zich by
Alpino, while in the annotation of KNACK-2002 it is not. An example where it is the
other way around is given in (5-b). In this case zich is detected as lexicalised in the
annotation of KNACK-2002, while it is not by Alpino.

Since any attempt to resolve these pronouns did more harm than good, we decided
to exclude the reflexive pronoun zich from the resolution process altogether. This
decision resulted of course in a lower recall, but this was still better than the decrease
in precision we would have suffered if we had included it.2

For the remaining set of pronouns the procedure is as follows. We first find a set
of candidate antecedents for each pronoun. Next, we assign a score to each candidate
using a salience-based scoring procedure similar to that of Lappin and Leass (1994).
The candidate with the highest score is chosen to be the antecedent. The pronoun is
then added to the cluster of the antecedent. This process will now be explained in
more detail using the example of sentence (6).

2The Dutch reflexive pronoun zichzelf (which has the same translation as zich in English), causes
no problems and therefore is included in the resolution process.
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pronoun antecedent

sg sg

pl pl

both sg/pl/meas/both

sg/pl/meas/both both

sg meas

Table 4.2: Number agreement

(6) Balkenende was happy with the result although he did not win the elections.

When a cluster is formed (this happens for the first NP in the document and whenever
an NP is not coreferent with one of the previous formed clusters), it receives a POS-
label, a gender-label and a number-label from its first element. The first NP we
encounter in sentence (6) is Balkenende. Because it is the first NP it forms the first
cluster, see figure 4.2 number 1. The information on the label for this cluster is derived
from the information of the NP. The second NP in this sentence is the common noun
the result. In section 4.2.2.3 we will discuss the procedure for the resolution of common
nouns. For now it is sufficient to say that it does not corefer with previous NPs and
therefore it forms a cluster on its own (cluster 2 in figure 4.2).

The third NP is the pronoun he, see number 2 in the figure. For this pronoun we
are going to select candidate antecedents from the set of all previous NPs. In this
example there were two NPs before he: Balkenende and the result. To select the set of
possible antecedents we only keep the NPs that meet the following three requirements:
They agree in number with the pronoun, they agree in gender with the pronoun, and
they do not violate the binding rules. We explain these three requirements in the
next paragraphs. In the literature on reference resolution these requirements are often
called constraints. See the first box in figure 4.2 number 3.

Number agreement demands that the pronoun and the antecedent are of com-
patible numbers. The numbers are compatible either if they are the same, or if one
of the numbers is both, or if the number of the pronoun is sg and the number of
the candidate is meas. See table 4.2. This last case is included, since the noun man
is often labelled with a meas tag. The reason is that you can have sentences such as (7).

(7) We waren die avond met tien man.
English: That night we were ten people.
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Figure 4.2: Process of clustering.
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However, in sentence (8) ‘man’ was also labelled with a meas tag, this time incorrectly.

(8) [...] de man die ze aantrok om Beernaert te vervangen: waarnemend secretaris-
generaal Xavier De Cuyper van het ministerie van Landbouw
English: [...] the man that she has recruited to replace Beernaert: temporary
secretary-general Xavier De Cuyper from the ministry of agriculture.

To cover these cases we implemented the specification that a pronoun with a sg tag is
compatible with a antecedent with a meas tag with respect to number. The number of
the pronouns is derived by Alpino as described in section 4.2.2.1. The number of the
candidate antecedent is determined by the number of the cluster to which it belongs.

Once number agreement has been determined, we need to check the next constraint,
gender agreement. The gender of pronouns is given by a set of rules given in section
4.2.2.1. The gender of the candidate antecedent is determined by the gender of the
cluster to which it belongs in a similar way as was done for the number. If the gender
is not yet known for the cluster of the candidate antecedent, then it is compatible with
any arbitrary gender of the pronoun. In other cases the genders have to have an exact
match.

pronoun antecedent

male male

male male-or-female

female female

female male-or-female

Table 4.3: Gender agreement

Finally, we have implemented four binding rules adapting the procedure used by
Lappin and Leass (1994) in their syntactic filter on pronoun-NP coreference. To
explain these rules we use almost the same terminology as they do; we only changed
their procedure a little since as in our case it applies to dependency structures.

• A term T1 is in the argument domain of a term T2 iff T1 and T2 both depend on
the same head.

HEAD

T1 T2
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• T1 is in the adjunct domain of T2 iff T1 is in an object relation to a preposition
PREP, and PREP and T2 depend on the same head.

HEAD

T2 PREP

T1

• A term T1 is in the scope of a phrase P iff (i) T1 is either immediately dependent
on the head of P or (ii) T1 is immediately dependent on some term T2, and T2 is in
the scope of P.

HEAD

T1

HEAD

...

T2

T1

Lappin and Leass (1994) further describe what they mean by ‘NP domain’:

• a term T is in the NP domain of D iff D is the determiner of a noun N and (i) T
is an argument of N, or (ii) T is the object of a preposition PREP and PREP is an
adjunct of N.

N

D T

N

D PREP

T

However, with our more general description of the argument domain and adjunct
domain we already covered these cases.

Having clarified the terminology we can now state our four rules. Nominals are
removed from the list of candidates if one of the following rules applies:
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a The pronoun and the nominal are in the same argument domain.
Balkenendei noemde hemj als mogelijke opvolger.
English: Balkendei named himj as possible successor.

b The pronoun is in the adjunct domain of the nominal.3

Mariei wandelde met haarj .
English: Maryi walked with herj .

c The pronoun is dependent on a head H, the nominal is not a pronoun and in the
scope of H.
Hiji belooft dat de ridders van de koningj eeuwig trouw zullen zweren. English:
Hei promises that the knights of the kingj will swear eternal loyalty.

d The pronoun is a determiner of a noun N, and the nominal is in the scope of N.
Koningi Arthuri en zijni vrouwj Guineverej .
English: Kingi Arthuri and hisi wifej Guineverej .

If a nominal passes this last constraint on binding rules as well, then it will be
added to the set of candidates. Next, a score calculated on the basis of salience factors
is assigned to each candidate (The scoring mechanism box in figure 4.2). The salience
factors and their associated initial scores are listed in table 4.4.

Salience Factor Initial score

Subject 80

Direct object 50

Indirect object 40

Human agreement 90

Dependent on something else than a verb -10

Table 4.4: Salience factor types with initial scores

The candidate gets 80 points if it fullfills the subject role, 50 if it stands in a direct
object relation to the verb and 40 in case it is a indirect object. If the antecedent is
a person name consistent with the pronoun, i.e. it does not occur on the list of the
opposite sex of the pronoun, then 90 points are added for human agreement. This
factor is introduced to give preference to person names as antecedents of pronouns. If

3During the development of the system I assumed that this rule was valid. However, prof.dr. P.
Hendriks later pointed out to me that there are exceptions to this rule: the head of a locative PP can
be coreferent with the subject of the same verb, e.g. Mary saw the snake besides her.
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the candidate depends on a term other than a verb, for instance a noun or a preposition,
then 10 points are subtracted. The salience value of a candidate is the sum of the
weight values of its salience factors. For each sentence that is between the pronoun
and the candidate the salience value is divided by two. In this way preference is given
to candidates nearby.

In our example there are two candidate antecedents that have to be scored: Balken-
ende and the result. The respective calculations of their scores is shown in tables 4.5
and 4.6.

Salience Factor Score

Subject 80

Direct object 0

Indirect object 0

Human agreement 90

Dependent on something else than a verb 0

Sentences away 0

Total score 170

Table 4.5: Score for ‘Balkenende’

Salience Factor Score

Subject 0

Direct object 0

Indirect object 0

Human agreement 0

Dependent on something else than a verb -10

Sentences away 0

Total score -10

Table 4.6: Score for ‘the result’

In the end, we select the candidate with the highest score to be the antecedent of
the pronoun. In our example that is clearly Balkenende. If there are more candidates
with the highest score, then the most recent one is chosen, that is, the one closest to
the pronoun in terms of words between the pronoun and the candidate. We applied
a threshold of 30. If the highest score is below this threshold we did not add the
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pronoun to any of the previously formed clusters. We set this threshold, because for
pronouns the antecedent should not be too far away. According to Morton (2000)
the antecedent of a pronoun can be found in the previous two sentences 98,7 % of
the time. Setting a threshold particularly improves precision while it hurts recall. In
table 4.7 we show the effect of changing the threshold on precision and recall anchor
scores for pronoun resolution. Recall stays the same up till a threshold of 20, after
that it decreases, while precision increases a little every time the threshold increases.
We chose to put the threshold on the level which results in the highest F-score.

Threshold >0 >10 >20 >30 >40

Recall 41.8% 41.8% 41.8% 41.2% 40.6%
Precision 60.0% 60.3% 60.8% 62.2% 62.8%
F-score 49.3% 49.4% 49.5% 49.6% 49.3%

Table 4.7: Precision and Recall anchor score for different salience thresholds

The pronoun is added to the cluster of the selected candidate. When a new NP is
added to a cluster, the information on the label is unified with the information of this
newly added NP. Table 4.8 lists which tags subsume which other tags. Information of
the cluster that is more specific than the information of the added pronoun remains
unchanged. If the information of the newly added pronoun is more specific, then it
replaces the information on the label of the cluster.

more specific less specific

sg both

Number pl both

meas both

Gender male male-or-female

female male-or-female

PER pronoun/noun/possessive pronoun

POS LOC pronoun/noun/possessive pronoun

ORG pronoun/noun/possessive pronoun

Table 4.8: Tags subsuming other tags

Making the information on the label for the cluster as specific as possible we prevent
there being a clash of labels. Otherwise the following situation could occur: There
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could be a cluster with one NP, which has a number-label with the value both, because
the output of Alpino was not sufficient to determine the number of this particular NP.
If we now come across an NP that has the number sg, than we can add this NP to
the cluster, sg being consistent with both. If we move on and we encounter another
NP, this time with the number pl, than we could decide to add this NP as well,
based on the fact that pl and both are also consistent. However, the result will be an
inconsistent cluster. By assigning the most specific number to the cluster as a whole,
we can prevent such a situation. In the example above, if the cluster had been labelled
with a sg tag, then we would not have added a plural NP. Hence, the number of the
pronoun has to be consistent with the number of the cluster to which the candidate
antecedent belongs.

In our example the cluster has a more specific POS-tag than the pronoun (PER vs.
pronoun), so this tag remains the same. But the gender-tag of the pronoun is more
specific than that of the cluster (male vs male-or-female), so this information on the
cluster label is changed. The number-tag is for both the cluster and the pronoun the
same. This last step in the clustering procedure is illustrated in figure 4.2 at number
4 (page 67).

The pronoun het ‘it’ is a major source of errors. The reason is that het can be
pleonastic, i.e. in some cases it may be that het has no antecedent at all, as in (9-a),
(9-b) en (9-c). However, in other cases it has an anaphoric function and then it does
refer back to an antecedent, see (9-d) where Het in the second sentence refers to
Groningen in the first sentence.

(9) a. Het regent.
English: It is raining.

b. Ik ben het er mee eens.
English: I agree.

c. Het verbaast me, dat je dat niet weet.
English: It surprises me that you do not know that.

d. Groningeni ligt in het noorden van Nederland. Heti is een van de kleinere
provincies.
English: Groningeni lies in the north of the Netherlands. Iti is one of the
smaller provinces.

Two filters were implemented to separate the anaphoric forms of the pronoun
het from the non-anaphoric forms. The first one is actually given by the Alpino
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output. The dependency structures of Alpino are based on CGN (Corpus Gesproken
Nederlands, a corpus of spoken Dutch) (Hoekstra et al., 2003). In this annotation
scheme a distinction is made between the dependency label su (subject) which occurs
in combination with a subject and a verbal head carrying tense, and the dependency
label sup (temporary subject) which occurs when het or some other semantically empty
form replaces the subject. This last structure can occur when the semantic subject
does not fill its usual slot at the beginning of the sentence, as in (9-c). Moreover, this
form of het is not labelled with the POS-tag pronoun, but with the POS-tag noun.
Since it is also not a definite noun or a named entity, it will not be processed by the
resolution system.

The other filter is more complex. This filter is based on bi-lexical preferences (as
defined in Van Noord (2007)) between the pronoun het and an arbitrary verb VERB,
where het is the subject of VERB. Bi-lexical preference is computed using an asso-
ciation score based on pointwise mutual information. The association score for these
verb-het relations is defined as follows:

I(hd/su(V ERB, het)) = log f(hd/su(V ERB,het))
f(hd/su(V ERB,WORD1))f(REL(WORD2,het))

where f(X) is the relative frequency of X. The capitalised words V ERB, REL and
WORDn are place holders for an arbitrary verb, an arbitrary relation and arbitrary
words, respectively. The variables WORD1 and WORD2 appear only on the right
side of the definition, “unbound”. The intention is that one sums over all the possible
instantiations, i.e. all the subjects of the verb in question and all the uses of het. The
association score I compares the actual relative frequency of het and an arbitrary verb
V ERB connected through the subject relation, with the relative frequency we would
expect if both terms were independent. Taking the log reduces the scale and yields
the association score.

For instance, to compute I(hd/su(verbaas, het)) we lookup the number of times
verbaas occurs with a subject and the number of times het occurs as a dependent.
If we multiply the two corresponding relative frequencies, we get the expected rel-
ative frequency for hd/su(verbaas, het). We divide the actual relative frequency of
hd/su(verbaas, het) by the expected relative frequency. Taking the log of this gives
us the association score for this bi-lexical dependency.

In order to compute association scores between lexical dependencies a parsed corpus
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regenen rain 6
sneeuwen snow 6
gebeuren happen 5
vergaan fare 4
benieuwen arouse curiosity 3
meezitten be favourable 3
goed gaan go well 2
duren last 2
verbazen amaze 1
smaken taste 1

Table 4.9: positive association score

eindigen end 0
mislukken fail 0
betalen pay -1
erkennen acknowledge -1
herhalen repeat -1
regelen arrange -1
weten know -2
voorschrijven prescribe -2
bellen ring -3
schrijf write -3

Table 4.10: zero or negative association
score

has been used consisting of most of the TwNC-02 (Twente Newspaper Corpus), Dutch
Wikipedia, and the Dutch part of Europarl. TwNC consists of Dutch newspaper texts
from 1994 - 2004. The scores were rounded off and pairs with a frequency lower than
20 were ignored. Mutual information scores are unreliable for low frequencies.

A positive score means that there exists an association between the pronoun and
the verb. Positive scoring verbs that take het as the subject are shown in table 4.9.
A score of 0 means there is no association between the pronoun het and the verb. A
negative score means that the verb has a tendency to have a subject other than the
pronoun het. Negative and zero scoring verbs that take het as the subject are shown
in table 4.10.

To decide how we should use this information about association scores we look at
two baselines for which we calculated the accuracy with which we classify the occur-
rences of het as either anaphoric or pleonastic. Accuracy is the proportion of true
negatives and true positives in the complete population:

Accuracy = # true positives + # true negatives
# truepositives + # falsepositives + # truenegatives + # falsenegatives

If we regard all occurrences of het as anaphoric (Baseline 1 in table 4.12), we get
a very low accuracy score of 40.0% . Note that although all occurrences of het are
regarded as anaphoric, some will not have been linked to an antecedent due to the
threshold. Most occurrences of the pronoun het are not anaphoric. We get a very
high accuracy, 71.7%, if we consider all occurrences of het as pleonastic (Baseline 2 in
table 4.12). However, if we ignore all occurrences of het, a consequence will be that
the recall drops for pronoun resolution, see table 4.13.
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In order to get a better picture of the possible effects reference resolution for the
pronoun het can have on reference resolution for pronouns overall we point out that
the number of occurrences of het (278) forms approximately 10% of the total number
of pronouns detected by Alpino in the KNACK training corpus (2472). If we assume
perfect identification of anaphoric occurrences of het and perfect reference resolution
for these occurrences, we would achieve for pronoun resolution the results in table
4.11.

Precision Recall F-measure

68.0% 45.2% 54.3%

Table 4.11: Scores for pronoun resolution when reference resolution for het is perfect

Now there are two things we can do. First we can try to improve baseline 1,
without hurting recall too much. Verb-het pairs with a high association score most
likely contain a pleonastic het and therefore should be ignored by a pronoun resolution
system. We can change our definition of a high score by setting different thresholds.
The lower the threshold, the more occurrences of het we decide to regard as pleonastic,
the better accuracy we achieve. The effects of changing the threshold are shown at
rows 2, 3, and 4 below Baseline 1 in table 4.12. But if we keep an eye on recall at
the same time (row 2, 3, and 4 in table 4.13), the best option seems to be to set the
threshold at > 1, that is, only regard those occurrences of het as pleonastic that have
an association score higher than 1 with their verb. In that case we get the highest
F-score: 49.6%.

het accuracy

1. Regard all occurrences of het as anaphoric (Baseline 1) 40.0%
2. Regard as pleonastic if association score > 1 49.8%
3. Regard as pleonastic if association score > 0 58.4%
4. Regard as pleonastic if association score >-1 61.8%

5. Regard all occurrences of het as pleonastic (Baseline 2) 71.7%
6. Regard as anaphoric if association score <-1 71.7%
7. Regard as anaphoric if association score < 0 73.4%
8. Regard as anaphoric if association score < 1 54.9%

Table 4.12: Effect of verb-het association score on accuracy of decision: pleonastic het
or not
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All pronouns Precision Recall F-measure

1. Regard all occurrences of het as anaphoric 60.3% 41.7% 49.3%
2. Regard as pleonastic if association score > 1 61.2% 41.7% 49.6%
3. Regard as pleonastic if association score > 0 62.7% 40.5% 49.2%
4. Regard as pleonastic if association score >-1 64.2% 39.0% 48.5%

5. Regard all occurrences of het as pleonastic 66.4% 38.5% 48.7%
6. Regard as anaphoric if association score <-1 66.3% 38.6% 48.8%
7. Regard as anaphoric if association score < 0 66.0% 39.1% 49.1%
8. Regard as anaphoric if association score < 1 62.2% 41.2% 49.6%

Table 4.13: Effect of verb-het association score on precision and recall anchor scores
for pronouns

The alternative would be to try to improve baseline 2, while at the same time
improving recall. An occurrence of het in a subject relation to a verb that forms
together with this verb a low scoring pair is, most likely, an anaphoric form of het and
therefore should not be ignored by a pronoun resolution system. We can change our
definition of a low score by setting different thresholds (row 6, 7, and 8 in tables 4.12
and 4.13). Setting the threshold at <-1 does not have any effect. Either there were no
occurrences of verb-het pairs in the corpus with such a low score or the system did not
find suitable antecedents. If we set the threshold at < 0, we do see an improvement
in accuracy. However, if we keep recall in mind choosing for a threshold at < 1 seems
a better option, although the accuracy for that threshold is only 54.9%.

In the end we chose to set the threshold at < 1. (Last row in table 4.12 and
table 4.13). This choice results in the highest F-score when we take all pronouns into
account. The accuracy with which we make the correct decision (anaphoric or not) for
all occurrences of het is between the two baselines and higher than the other threshold
that achieved the same F-score. Unfortunately the effect of bi-lexical preferences is
only small: we go from an F-score of 49.3% to a score of 49.6%, while the theoretical
maximum is 54.3%. The difference is not statistically significant (z = −0.55, P > 0.1).
More research is needed to fully understand the problem of pleonastic forms of het
in general and in particular in what way selectional preferences can help to solve this
problem.
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4.2.2.3 Resolving Common Nouns

Resolving common nouns4 is generally considered a difficult task. One of the reasons
for the difficulties in resolving common nouns lies in the fact that they are not ana-
phoric by definition. It is possible that a common noun introduces a new entity in
the discourse in which case there is no antecedent to which it refers. In the second
sentence in example (10) we see that the common noun het land ‘the country’ refers to
Duitsland ‘Germany’, but the common noun de wegen ‘the roads’ in the same sentence
does not refer to any previously mentioned term.

(10) [Zware sneeuwstormen]i teisteren grote delen van Duitslandj . Zei

veroorzaken chaos op de wegen in [het land]j .
English: [Heavy snowstorms]i ravage large parts of Germanyj . Theyi cause
chaos on the roads in [the country]j .

So naturally the first step would be to determine anaphoricity of given common nouns
before proceeding to the next stage of reference resolution. Although several research-
ers have tackled the task of classifying whether a given nominal is anaphoric or not
quite successfully, attempts to incorporate anaphoricity information into coreference
systems paradoxally often have led to degradation in performance of coreference resol-
ution (Markert and Nissim, 2005; Ng and Cardie, 2002b). Ng (2004) also has noticed
this paradox, and he comes up with two new issues in anaphoricity determination
for coreference resolution which show more promising results. However, he does not
provide an answer to the question how it is possible that anaphoricity information, in
general, does not improve the performance of resolution systems in the way we would
expect.

We have implemented a set of heuristics for anaphoricity determination to examine
the matter, see table 4.14. Some are taken from Bean (2004). The first heuristic is
to ignore all nominals that have an indefinite article, since indefinite articles are often
used to denote that an entity is not yet mentioned before.

Heuristic two to four are applied to recognise definite nominals which do not de-
pend on another noun for their interpretation, since they are unambiguous themselves.
Therefore there is no need for an antecedent. In the case of a modified noun, for
example, the modifier disambiguates the noun (e.g de president van Frankrijk ; ‘the
president of France’). It can only refer to one unique referent. Similarly, if the nom-

4In fact it is not the common noun that is being resolved, but the NP that is headed by the
common noun. Still we use the term common noun to refer to this class of referring expressions, since
this term is also used in the literature (Hoste (2005); Morton (2000))
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Heuristic Description

1. Indefinite determiner The nominal has a determiner other than: de
‘the’, het ‘the’, die ‘that/those’, dat ‘that’ or deze
‘this/these’

2. Modified The nominal is modified

3. Apposition The nominal is the head of an apposition relation

4. Superlative The nominal is modified by a superlative

5. Time The nominal is a time phrase

6. Measure The nominal is one of the entries of a list of
measurements containing such terms as kilometer,
gram, etc.

7. Sentence one The nominal is one of the entries on the sentence
one list

8. Definite only The nominal is one of the entries on the definite
only list

Table 4.14: Heuristics for anaphoricity determination of definite NPs

inal is the head of an apposition relation, the appositive disambiguates the noun (de
directeur, Piet Baalen; ‘the director, Piet Baalen’). As for the fourth heuristic, super-
latives always receive a definite determiner (met de grootste moeite; ‘with the greatest
effort’), so in the case of nominals modified with a superlative the definite article is no
clue for the anaphoricity of the noun. Note that the second heuristic also covers the
cases that will be found by applying the fourth heuristic.

The fifth and the sixth heuristic classify time nominals and measure nominals as
non-anaphoric. Examples of those kinds of nominals are deze week ‘this week’ and de
tien km tussen jouw huis en mijn huis ‘the 10 km between your house and mine’.

The last two heuristics are based on techniques from Bean (2004). The sentence

one heuristic is based on the observation that most referential nominals have ante-
cedents that precede them in a text. If a definite nominal occurs in the first sentence
of a document, we can assume that this is a non-anaphoric noun. We created a list of
such nouns by extracting all definite nouns from the first sentence of every document
of the KNACK training corpus. For the definite only heuristic we selected those
nominals in the document collection that occurred at least five times and only in def-
inite constructions, thus creating a definite only list. The idea was to cover nominals
that never appear in indefinite constructions, such as het platteland ‘the countryside’,
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heuristic Precision Recall F-measure

no heuristics 36.5% 32.7% 34.5%

only definite nouns 53.0% 27.1% 35.9%
def + sup 53.6% 27.1% 36.0%
+ sup + time 54.2% 27.1% 36.1%
+ sup + time + app 55.8% 26.8% 36.2%

+ sup + time + app + meas 55.8% 26.8% 36.2%
+ sup + time + app + sen1 55.8% 25.6% 35.1%
+ sup + time + app + do 55.5% 23.8% 33.3%
+ sup + time + app + mod 64.9% 21.5% 32.3%

Table 4.15: Effects of heuristics on precision and recall anchor scores for common
nouns

het verkeer ‘the traffic’, het noorden ‘the north’, de opwarming van de aarde ‘global
warming’ etc.

The effects of these heuristics are shown in table 4.15. As you can see there were
indeed only four heuristics that improved the results and only a little: looking only
at definite nouns, ignoring superlatives, time nominals and nominals in an apposition.
The precision increased from 36.5% to 55.8% mostly due to the first heuristic of se-
lecting only definite nouns. Recall drops however, and the F-score consequently shows
only little improvement. All the other heuristics had no effect or resulted in poorer
performance.

Anaphoricity vs. Coreference

As we were disappointed in particular in the sentence one heuristic and the definite

only heuristic, we thought that the small size of the corpus might be a reason for the
low scores. Table 4.16 shows the number of types and tokens for both lists and in table
4.17 we have listed for each list the ten most frequent terms. The frequencies are indeed
too low to determine non-anaphoricity with any certainty. Nevertheless, intuitively the
terms seem to be reasonable candidates for the category of non-anaphoric nouns, in
particular those on the definite only list.

On further investigation we discovered that although semantically independent
NPs5 do not refer to names or other antecedents “containing more bits of disambigu-
ating information”, they do corefer with each other according to the MUC annotation

5i.e. those definite noun phrases that do not have explicit antecedents preceding them in a text
because their meaning is understood through the real world knowledge of the reader.
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Definite only Sentence one

tokens types tokens types

1236 817 67 58

Table 4.16: Number of types and tokens for the definite only heuristic and the sentence
one heuristic

Definite only Sentence one

Most frequent terms Freq Most frequent terms Freq

overheid 17 land 3
Amerikaan 10 vraag 2

vraag 8 stad 2
prijs 7 regering 2
peso 7 kerstnachtmis 2

macht 7 hoofd 2
hersenen 7 euro 2
economie 7 conventie 2

arts 7 zon 1
president 6 zeggesteekmier 1

Table 4.17: Most frequent terms in the definite only list and the sentence one list

scheme. An example is given in (11).

(11) De onderhandelaars van artseni en ziekenfondsen slagen er tijdens hun laat-
ste commissievergadering niet in om een volledig akkoord te bereiken over
de hervorming van de gezondheidszorg. Alleen rond enkele kleinere dossiers,
zoals de individuele responsabilisering van [de artsen]i, wordt een doorbraak
bereikt. Het voornaamste struikelblok voor een geslaagd rapport blijkt artikel
140 van de ziekenhuiswet. Dat artikel laat de ziekenhuizen toe een deel van
hun kosten te verhalen op [de artsen]i. [De artsen]i vragen een herziening,
maar daar willen de ziekenhuisbeheerders niet van weten.

English: The negotiators of doctorsi and health insurance funds fail to come
to a full agreement concerning the reform of the health care during their
last commission meeting. Only with respect to some smaller issues, such as
the individual increase in responsibility of [the doctors]i, a break-through is
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reached. The main obstacle for a successful report proves to be article 140
of the hospital law. That article allows the hospitals to reclaim part of their
costs from [the doctors]i. [The doctors]i ask for a revision, but the hospital
administrators do not want that.

In this example de artsen could be classified as a semantically independent NP. This
NP occurs more than once and although strictly speaking they do not stand in an
anaphoric relation to one another in that they do not depend on each other for their
interpretation, they nonetheless corefer and as such are linked to each other in the
annotated gold standard. Therefore it hurts recall a lot if we ignore these links.
Our hypothesis that anaphoricity determination often hurts performance of corefer-
ence resolution because semantically independent NPs are annotated as coreferring is
supported by the findings of Ng and Cardie (2002b). Ng and Cardie also report a
significant loss in recall after augmenting their baseline coreference resolution system
with an anaphoricity determination component.

For the application of Question Answering this kind of anaphoric link between
semantically independent NPs may be of no use, but for other fields of interest, auto-
matic summarisation for example, they might be essential. However, there seems to
be a gap between the way of annotating and what is called anaphoricity links in the
literature on anaphoricity determination for NPs, and that may well be the reason
why we have not seen any improvements in performance of coreference resolution sys-
tems by applying anaphoricity information. It is clear that it is important to make a
clear distinction between coreference and anaphora resolution. While we acknowledge
that further research is needed, for now we use the four heuristics that have shown
to contribute a little to the performance of coreference resolution, i.e. the first four
heuristics listed in table 4.15.

Continuing the process of common noun resolution, we will now select for each re-
maining common noun the set of candidate antecedents, just as we did for pronoun
resolution. The only difference is that we do not check for gender agreement, since
we do not know the gender of the nouns. Number match and the binding rules are
applied in the same manner.

Once all the candidates for a particular common noun are found, we proceed to
the next step of choosing the most optimal candidate by way of scoring each candidate
and selecting the candidate with the highest score. The scoring algorithm for common
nouns differs from the one for pronouns in the sense that the focus lies more on
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string matching and instance relations and not particularly on salience and recency.
It employs the following factors:

• Same root: the candidate has the same root as the anaphoric noun. In the text
snippet (12) the two terms in boldface have the same root: paniek (‘panic’).

(12) De paniek stond toen het goede begrip in de weg van wat werkelijk gebeurde.
Helaas brengt ook Verlinden daarin geen verheldering. [...] Daardoor kan ook
hij niet door de paniek en de chaos van 1960 heen kijken.

English: Panic was still in the way for a good understanding of what really
had happened. Unfortunately Verlinden did not provide any clearness in this
matter either. [...] Therefore he too could not look through the panic and
chaos of 1960.

• Compound root: the candidate is a compound, and it has the same root as the
anaphoric noun.

(13) De interimregering in Afghanistan maakt bekend dat ze een

beroepsleger zal oprichten om de vrede en de veiligheid in het land te
garanderen. In het leger zullen tienduizenden strijders van verschillende
Afghaanse krijgsheren worden samengebracht.

English: The interim government in Afghanistan announces that she will
establish a professional army to guarantee peace and security in the coun-
try. In the army ten thousands of warriors of several Afghan warlords will
be brought together.

• Same phrase: the projections of the candidate and the anaphoric noun are the
same. The projection of a nominal contains all terms that are recursively dependent
on this noun. In the example below the noun is eeuw (‘century’) and the terms 15de
and de are both dependent on eeuw, so the projection is the whole phrase de 15de
eeuw. If something were dependent on the term 15de, for example, this would also
be included in the projection, but this is not the case here.

(14) In de 15de eeuw verspreidde een nieuw type internationaal handelsgen-
ootschap zich over Europa, [...] De pracht van Brugge taande in de 15de
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eeuw.

English: In the 15th century a new type of international trade community
spread across Europe, [...] The splendour of Brugge waned in the 15th

century.

• Apposition: the candidate and the anaphoric noun are in an apposition relation.
According to the MUC-annotation guidelines the NP includes all text which may be
considered a modifier of the NP. This includes (among others) appositional phrases.
The KNACK-2002 annotation guidelines,6 however, do not follow this proposal of
MUC and tag the two NPs of the apposition as separate NPs. Exceptions are re-
strictive appositions, in that case the two NPs of the apposition are tagged as a whole.
In order to ensure that both NPs of the apposition end up in the same cluster, we
included this factor and allocated it the highest weight.

(15) Galbert van Brugge, grafelijk secretaris, verhaalt dat de jaarmarkt van
Ieper in 1127 in geen tijd leegliep [...].

English: Galbert van Brugge, earl secretary, tells that the annual fair
of Ieper in 1127 was deserted in no time [...].

• is-a-pair: This factor is based on knowledge about the categories of named entities,
so-called instances (or categorised named entities). Examples are Van Gogh is-a

painter, Seles is-a tennis player. Since the whole corpus was parsed we were able
to create an instance list collecting instances by scanning the corpus for apposition
relations and predicate complement relations7. With this factor we check if the
candidate and the anaphoric noun form an is-a-pair on the instance list. In this way
we can link de president and Chirac in example (16).

(16) Maandag beweerde Chiraci nog dat hij Schuller nooit had ontmoet. Didier
Schuller is de sleutelfiguur in het Parijse HLM-corruptieschandaal [...] dat
[de president]i al jaren achtervolgt.

6Available from http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/∼hoste/proefschrift/AppendixA.pdf. dd. April 23,
2008

7We limited our search to the predicate complement relation between named entities and a noun
and excluded examples with negation.
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English: On Monday Chiraci still claimed that he never had met Schuller.
Didier Schuller is the key figure in the Paris HLM corruption affair [...] which
has haunted [the president]i for years.

If the anaphor and candidate occur as a pair on this list the candidate receives a
score of 90. In addition, we created a similar list by scanning the corpus for such
relations with location names and organisation names. These were far less reliable,
and since the list of organisation instances did not even improve the scores, we have
left it out of consideration here. If the anaphor and candidate occur as a pair on the
instance list for locations the candidate receives a score of only 20, which — taking
into account the recency score explained in the next paragraph — means that the
antecedent in case of a location anaphor (such as ‘the city’, ‘this country’) can only
be one sentence away. Example pairs for the three categories Person, Location,
and Organisation are listed in table 4.18. Incorrect pairs are marked with an *.
For more details on this technique see Mur and Van der Plas (2007).

Person Location Organisation

Zeus:oppergod Limburg:provincie KPN:telecombedrijf

Hélène Fourment:vrouw Texas:ranch* al-Qaeda:terreurorganisatie

Ariel Sharon:premier Troje:stad Microsoft:land*

Yasser Arafat:president Beieren:vrijstaat Mobistar:resultaat*

Johannes Paulus II:paus Belgrado:wapenhandel* CSU:voorzitter*

Table 4.18: Example is-a-pairs. Incorrect pairs are marked with an *.

All factors discussed above are listed in table 4.19 with their relative weighting
score.

Factors Score

Same root 80

Same root, but antecedent is compound 70

Same phrase 10

Anaphor and Antecedent in apposition relation 100

is-a-pair role 90

is-a-pair location 20

Table 4.19: Factor types with initial scores
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Recency plays a far less important role in common noun resolution than it does in
pronoun resolution. The anaphor and the antecedent can be several sentences apart,
since the amount of ambiguity is in general much smaller for a common noun than for
a pronoun. However, experiments showed that although recency is not as important
here as in pronoun resolution, it should not be ignored. Instead of dividing the score
by two we subtracted 10 points for every sentence that the antecedent and the anaphor
are apart.

The highest scoring candidate is chosen as the antecedent. If there are more can-
didates with the highest score then the most recent one is chosen. The common noun
is added to the cluster of the selected candidate. We set a threshold of 0, so if there
was no candidate with a score above 0, then we did not add the common noun to any
of the previous formed clusters.

We obtained the following results for common nouns:

Precision Recall F-score

55.8% 26.8% 36.2%

Table 4.20: Precision and recall scores for common nouns

4.2.2.4 Resolving Named Entities

For resolving proper names we use a different approach since we can determine core-
ference relations between proper names quite accurately with simple string-matching
techniques (Hoste, 2005; Morton, 2000). Furthermore, proper names are even less
bound by locality constraints than common nouns, so we do not need a recency metric
such as we applied for the two other noun types. Consequently, we only defined a
small set of simple rules, listed here below:

• a person name corefers with a candidate antecedent if the candidate antecedent is a
person name as well and one is a substring of the other.

(17) [Premier Guy Verhofstadt]i spreekt lovend over het model van de Bel-
gische monarchie. Verhofstadti was van plan om deel te nemen aan het
Wereld Economisch Forum in New York.

English: [Prime minister Guy Verhofstadt]i speaks praisefully about
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the model of the Belgian monarchy. Verhofstadti planned to take part in
the World Economic Forum in New York.

• an organisation name corefers with a candidate antecedent with the same root

(18) [...] opdat [de PS]i het migrantenstemrecht niet zou goedkeuren. Na afloop
spreekt Philippe Moureaux (PSi) al verzoenende taal.

English: [...] in order that [the PS]i would not approve the voting right
of migrants. Afterwards Philippe Moureaux (PSi) speaks already conciliat-
ory words.

• a location name corefers with a candidate antecedent with the same root

(19) Vlaandereni betaalt 7,4 miljoen euro voor het project. Elke vreemdeling,
die zich voor een langere periode in Vlaandereni vestigt, moet het pro-
gramma kunnen volgen.

English: Flandersi pays 7.4 million euro for the project. Every stranger
that settles in Flandersi for a longer period has to be able to follow the
programme.

There is no concensus in the literature whether nouns in predicate relations and
nouns in apposition relations should be considered coreferent. Apposition relations
are tagged in KNACK-2002 as coreferential relations. The same holds for predicate
relations. Furthermore, we think that it is useful in the context of question answering
to have those nouns clustered together. Therefore we added the following rules:

• a proper name corefers with a candidate antecedent if they are in a predicate relation,
the candidate being the subject of the sentence and the proper name being the
predicate;

(20) [Een nieuwe CD&V-aanwinst]i is ook [Inge Vervotte]i.
English: [A new CD&V recruit]i is also [Inge Vervotte]i.

• a proper name corefers with a candidate antecedent if the proper name is an appos-
ition of the candidate antecedent;
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(21) [De nieuwe CD&V-aanwinst]i, [Inge Vervotte]i.
English: [The new CD&V recruit]i, [Inge Vervotte]i.

We obtained the following results for proper nouns:

Precision Recall F-score

77.3% 65.2% 70.7%

Table 4.21: Precision and recall scores for proper nouns

4.2.3 Evaluation and results

4.2.3.1 Trade-off recall and precision

Recall and precision have a trade-off relationship in coreference resolution: increased
precision typically results in decreased recall, and vice versa. We need to find a balance.
Some previous studies indicate that in the setting of an end-to-end state-of-the-art QA
system, with additional answer finding strategies and statistical candidate answer re-
ranking, recall is more problematic than precision (Bernardi et al., 2003; Jijkoun et al.,
2003): it often seems useful to have more data rather than better data.

As we want to increase coverage of the answer extraction system it indeed seems
reasonable to focus on recall. We want to find as many answers as possible. How-
ever, the importance of high precision for additional answer finding strategies such as
statistical candidate answer re-ranking can not be disregarded. A high precision score
assures that the frequency of incorrect candidate answers will not increase to the same
degree as correct candidate answers. Therefore, we have focused on the F-score, the
weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.

4.2.3.2 MUC-score

The MUC-score is a very broadly used evaluation metric for coreference resolution.
The score was introduced by Vilain et al. (1993) for the coreference task in MUC-6,
the sixth Message Understanding Conference, a conference designed to promote and
evaluate research in information extraction.

The scoring mechanism for recall works as follows: It takes from a text the sets
of NPs which are manually annotated as coreferent, henceforth called equivalence
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classes. We consider the manual annotation as the correct annotation. The mech-
anism determines for each equivalence class how many coreference clusters generated
by the system cover all the elements of this equivalence class. An example equivalence
class for the text in (22) is given in (23-a). If the system performs the task faultless,
it generates one coreference cluster for each equivalence class. If the system makes
mistakes, elements of one equivalence class are spread over more than one coreference
cluster. We give an example output of a system in (23-b). Here the elements of the
given equivalence class in (23-a) are spread over two clusters by the system.

In a more formal way: Let S be one of the equivalence classes in a document.
c(S) is the minimal number of ‘correct’ links necessary to link all the elements of the
equivalence class together, thus c(S) is one less than the cardinality of S: c(S) = |S|−1.
p(S) is the set of all clusters generated by the system that contain at least one element
of S. Note that in the worst case every element of the equivalence class is assigned to
a different cluster, with the result that |p(S)| = |S|. m(S) is the minimal number of
links necessary to unite the clusters of p(S), the “missing” links. This is simply one
fewer than the number of clusters in the partition: m(S) = |p(S)| − 1.

Looking at a single equivalence class, the recall error is the number of missing links
divided by the minimal number of correct links:

m(S)
c(S)

Recall in turn is

c(S)−m(S)
c(S)

which equals

(|S|−1)−(|p(S)|−1)
|S|−1

which can be simplified to

|S|−|p(S)|
|S|−1

If the system returns for an equivalence class only one cluster, because this cluster
contains all elements of the equivalence class, the recall will be 1, which corresponds
to our intuition. The more sets the system returns to cover all elements of the equi-
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valence class, in other words, the more elements of the equivalence class are spread
over different clusters by the system, the lower the recall score will be. This outcome
is also intuitively correct.

To extend from a single equivalence class to a complete set of equivalence classes
C requires summing over the sets, that is,

RC =
∑

(|S|−|p(S)|∑
(|S|−1)

(22) Manually annotated text:8 Als [stichtend voorzitter]i heeft Karadzici nog
altijd invloed op de Servische Democratische Partij (SDS). Karadzici en Mladicj

werden in 1995 door het Joegoslavië-tribunaal in Den Haag aangeklaagd we-
gens genocide en misdaden tegen de menselijkheid tijdens de oorlog in Bosnië-
Herzegovina (1992-1995). NAVO-secretaris-generaal George Robertson roept
Karadzici op zich ‘met waardigheid’ over te geven.
English: As [founding president]i Karadzici has still influence on the Serbian
democratic party (SDS). Karadzici and Mladicj were accused by the Interna-
tional Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in The Hague in 1995 for
genocide and crimes against humanity during the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina
(1992-1995). NATO Secretary-General George Robertson called on Karadzici

to surrender ‘with dignity’.

(23) Recall

a. S = {stichtend voorzitter, Karadzic, Karadzic, Karadzic}.
b. p(S) = {{stichtend voorzitter, Mladic}, {Karadzic, Karadzic, Karadzic}}.
c. Recall = 4−2

4−1
= 2

3

To calculate the precision we swap the notions of S and p(S): S is a cluster as
generated by the system, p(S) is the set of all equivalence classes that contain at least
one element of S. For example the system generated the cluster in (24-a). There are
two equivalence classes that contain elements of cluster (24-a), see (24-b).

(24) Precision

a. S = {stichtend voorzitter, Mladic}.
b. p(S) = {{stichtend voorzitter, Karadzic, Karadzic, Karadzic}, {Mladic}}.
c. Precision = 2−2

2−1
= 0

1
= 0

8For clarification reasons we only show the annotation of two equivalence classes.
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Again the results are intuitive: the more equivalence classes are needed to cover
all the elements of a cluster generated by the system, the less pure the cluster. If we
only need one equivalence class to cover all the elements of an automatically generated
cluster, then we know that this cluster does not contain any erroneous element.

This scoring method has been criticised by Bagga and Baldwin (1998). They argue
that it yields unintuitive results for some tasks due to two shortcomings of the formula:
first, it does not give credit for separating out singletons from other chains that have
been identified, and second, all errors are considered equal. The scoring algorithm
penalises the precision numbers equally for all types of errors.

As Bagga and Baldwin point out themselves the first shortcoming could be easily
overcome with different annotation conventions - the convention now is to mark only
those entities as being coreferent if they actually are coreferent with other entities in
the text.

As for the second shortcoming, Bagga and Baldwin give an example where they
show that the MUC-score gives a counter-intuitive result:

annotation: 1←2←3←4←5
6←7
8←9←A←B←C

output system 1: 1←2←3←4←5
6←7←8←9←A←B←C

output system 2: 1←2←3←4←5←8←9←A←B←C
6←7

In the opinion of Bagga and Baldwin the output of system 2 is more damaging than
the output of system 1, because more entities are made coreferent which in fact are
not. However, the precision score according to the MUC-metric is for both outputs
the same.

Although it is true that the MUC-score seems counter-intuitive from a semantic
point of view for this example, there is at least one weak point in the argumentation of
Bagga and Baldwin. They suggest to count correct entities instead of correct links to
evaluate how damaging the result is. It is not clear however, how to decide objectively
which errors are more damaging than others. Take the following example:
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annotation: George Bush←Bush
Bill Clinton←Clinton←Clinton
Ronald Reagan←he←former president

output system 1: George Bush←Bush←Bill Clinton←Clinton←Clinton
Ronald Reagan←he←former president

output system 2: George Bush←Bush←he←former president
Bill Clinton←Clinton←Clinton
Ronald Reagan

In the output of system 1 more entities are erroneously made coreferent than in the
output of system 2. The question is if we now can conclude that the result of system
1 is more damaging than that of system 2. The entities in the incorrect cluster from
output 1 are less dependent on the coreferents for their interpretation than the ones
in the cluster of system 2. As an application within a QA system, it is often the case
that we are looking for a named entity. In that case it could be that the output of
system 2 is more damaging than the output of system 1.

Another problem in the approach of Bagga and Baldwin occurs in the next example:

annotation: 1←2←3←4
5←6
7←8
9←10←11←12

output system 1: 1←2←3←4←5←6←7←8
9←10←11←12

output system 2: 1←2←3←4←9←10←11←12
5←6
7←8

Both outputs show the same number of elements erroneously made coreferent. Ac-
cording to Bagga and Baldwin both outputs should receive the same precision score.
But are these two outputs in the same degree damaging? In the output of system 2
only two clusters are put together by mistake, while in the output of system 1 there
are three clusters merged into one. All in all, to determine the degree of damage an
erroneous cluster can cause is not an unambiguous task.

We chose to evaluate our coreference system using the MUC-score. Not only be-
cause it makes the results comparable with others, but also because it is a clear and
intuitive score. It may not show what kind of errors are made, at least it calculates
clearly and objectively how many errors are made.
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4.2.3.3 Results

In this section we report the results on the KNACK-2002 test data set, a collection
of 25 documents held out from the beginning. The only other results yet available for
this test set are those presented by Hoste (2005), which we show here in table 4.22.

Precision Recall F-score

Timbl 65.9% 42.2% 51.4%
Ripper 66.3% 40.9% 50.6%

Table 4.22: MUC precision and recall scores for Timbl and Ripper by Hoste (2005) on
the KNACK data

She reports results for Timbl, an implementation of lazy learning (memory-based)
and for Ripper, a rule learning system. Table 4.23 shows that the precision, recall
and F-score we obtained outperform the results of Hoste. Results on the well-known
MUC-6 and MUC-7 text collections are typically higher.

Precision Recall F-score

67.9% 45.6% 54.5%

Table 4.23: MUC precision and recall scores for testing our own system on the KNACK
data

4.2.3.4 Error analysis

We performed a manual error analysis on five documents (of which two had an F-
score above and three an F-score below 54.5%). Notable findings are reported in this
section.

We observed that many errors were caused by preprocessing errors in NP chunking
resulting in a mismatch between the output of our system and the annotation of
KNACK-2002. In sentence (25) for example, we observed after parsing with Alpino
the noun phrase Leefmilieu Vera Dua, which did not match with the correct NP Vera
Dua in the annotated corpus.

(25) [Vlaams minister van Landbouw en Leefmilieu]i [Vera Dua]i [...]
English: [Flemish minister of agriculture and environment]i [Vera Dua]i [...]
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Another finding was that terms linked by our system and apparently perfectly corefer-
ent were in some cases not considered coreferent by the annotators of KNACK-2002.
For example, in (26) the terms stad and Jeruzalem do not corefer according to the
annotation while our system did cluster these two terms together.

(26) En dinsdag stelt de voorzitter van de Nationale Veiligheidsraad Uzi Dayan nog
een plan voor om Jeruzalemi op te delen en een bufferzone te creëren tussen
de Westelijke Jordaanoever en [de stad]i zelf.
English: And still on Tuesday the president of the national Security Council
Uzi Dayan proposes a plan to subdivide Jerusalemi and to create a buffer zone
between the West Bank and [the city]i itself.

Not surprisingly lack of knowledge of the world caused most of the errors for common
nouns:

(27) Op 31 december 2001 wordt [het akkoord over de internationale troepenmacht
voor Afghanistan]i ondertekend in de hoofdstad Kabul. De Afghaanse minister
van Binnenlandse Zaken Younis Qanooni en de Britse generaal John McColl
plaatsen hun handtekening onder [het document]i.
English: On 31 December 2001 [the agreement concerning the international
military forces for Afghanistan]i is signed in the capital Kabul. The Afghan
minister of home affairs Younis Qanooni and the British general John McColl
place their signature on [the document]i.

In contrast to Hoste’s findings not many errors were due to mistakes in part-of-speech
tagging or relation finding. This is not surprising since we could use the deep syntactic
analysis provided by Alpino. Hoste, for example, uses only a shallow parser for relation
finding.

Furthermore, she reports that many mistakes involved the pronoun het ‘it’. The
features she implemented could not capture the difference between anaphoric and
pleonastic pronouns. Since we did apply filters (one based on the output of Alpino,
another based on an association score), it might be that we made less mistakes here.

Lastly, it could be that our system clustered more common nouns correctly because
we used semantic knowledge in the form of is-a-pairs. This knowledge was not used
in the systems of Hoste, and she indeed states that deeper semantic analysis is needed.

These differences between our system and the systems of Hoste might explain why
we achieved a higher score, but further investigation is needed for a decisive answer
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to this question.

4.3 Using coreference information for answer ex-

traction

Now that we have described and evaluated the coreference resolution system, we can
focus our attention on answer extraction again. We are going to use the information
we have obtained from our coreference resolution system in our answer extraction
system in order to examine to what extent adding coreference information improves
the performance of answer extraction, in particular concentrating on the effects of
recall.

Our aim is first to determine whether adding coreference information helps to
acquire more facts and secondly to investigate if more questions are answered correctly.
To this end, we extend the tables by adding facts found by applying patterns that make
use of coreference information.

First we compare the extended tables to the tables created by using the baseline
patterns (i.e. the patterns that extract facts in a straightforward way as described in
chapter 3 section 3.2.2). For both extraction modules we randomly select a sample of
extracted facts and we manually evaluate these facts on the following criteria:

• correctness of the fact (on the basis of the text);

• and in the case of reference resolution, correctness of the selected antecedent.

In this way we estimate the precision of the tables.

Secondly, we evaluate both extraction modules as part of a state-of-the-art QA
system. For this second evaluation we measured the performance by counting how
many questions were answered correctly.

In chapter 3 section 3.2.2 we described the extraction method used for construct-
ing fact tables. Using dependency patterns we extracted facts from single, parsed
sentences. We now want to add coreference-based patterns to extract facts from re-
ferring constructions in the text.

In order to use the coreference information we need to adjust the patterns by
replacing the slot for the named entity with a slot for a referring entity, i.e. an
anaphor. Take for instance the following basic pattern:
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(28)


〈VERB, subj, PERSON〉,
〈VERB, predc, FUNCTION〉,
〈FUNCTION, mod, COUNTRY〉


This pattern will match the following set of dependency relations:

(29)


〈ben, subj, Sarkozy〉,
〈ben, predc, president〉,
〈president, mod, Franse〉


obtained by parsing sentence (30).

(30) Sarkozy is de Franse president.
English: Sarkozy is the French president.

We add patterns slightly different from pattern (28), namely (31) and (32):

(31)


〈VERB, subj, PRONOUN〉,
〈VERB, predc, FUNCTION〉,
〈FUNCTION, mod, COUNTRY〉


(32)


〈VERB, subj, DEFINITE-NOUN〉,
〈VERB, predc, FUNCTION〉,
〈FUNCTION, mod, COUNTRY〉


where PRONOUN should match with a pronoun and DEFINITE-NOUN with a definite
noun. Note that we replaced the slot for a person name with a slot for a pronoun and
a slot for a definite noun respectively. Pattern (31) matches sentence (33) and pattern
(32) matches sentence (34). The adjusted patterns are used together with the basic
patterns in the coreference-based extraction method to match dependency relations
from parsed sentences in the corpus.

(33) Hij is de Franse president.
English: He is the French president.

(34) Die man is de Franse president.
English: That man is the French president.

For every noun in every extracted fact we look up the cluster to which this noun
belongs and we replace the noun by the longest name from this cluster. If the noun
matched is already the longest name then nothing changes. If there are no names in
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the cluster then we leave the fact for what it is and do not extract it.

4.3.1 Extraction task

As we have seen in chapter 3 we need the following data for the construction of tables:
a corpus of parsed sentences and a set of dependency patterns to match facts in the
corpus. For this experiment we added more patterns by copying the existing patterns
and replacing the slots for the named entities by slots for pronouns and common nouns
as illustrated by the example on the previous page. In order to find named entities
that corefer with the nouns in the facts found we also need the complete collection of
coreference clusters from the corpus.

Corpus

We apply our answer extracting techniques to the Dutch CLEF corpus. This corpus is
used in the annually organised CLEF evaluation track for Dutch question answering
systems. It consists of newspaper articles from 1994 and 1995, taken from the Dutch
daily newspapers Algemeen Dagblad and NRC Handels- blad. The corpus contains
about 78 million words. The whole collection was parsed automatically using the
Alpino parser described in chapter 2.

Patterns

We defined patterns for the following fact categories: abbreviation, age,
age-at-death, capital, currency, date-of-birth, date-of-death, founded, function,
inhabitants, location-of-birth, location-of-death,
manner-of-death, and winner. Answers to questions that have one of these question
types tend to occur in more or less fixed patterns in the corpus. Facts belonging to one
of these categories are typically based on binary relations, exceptions being winner,

founded and function. In table 4.24 we show for each category which terms we want
to extract together with an example.

The only category for which we did not add patterns was abbreviation, since ab-
breviations and their associated strings are typically not related to each other via
coreference links.

Coreference Clusters

Clusters were constructed by running the coreference resolution system on the parsed
sentences from the Dutch CLEF corpus. We created ca. 16.8 million clusters.
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Category Terms we want to extract

abbreviation abbreviation associated string

EU Europese Unie

age person name age

Dennis Bergkamp 25

age-at-death person name age

Elvis Presley 42

capital location name capital

Nederland Amsterdam

currency country currency

Amerika dollar

date-of-birth person name birth year/date

Mozart 1756

date-of-death person name year/date of death

Christiaan Huygens 8 juli 1695

founded founder location/organisation founding date/year

Martin Schröder Martinair 1958

function function location/organisation person name

premier Australië Paul Keating

inhabitants location name number of inhabitants

Bombay twaalf miljoen

location-of-birth person name place of birth

Jean Monnet Cognac

location-of-death person name place of death

Anne Frank Bergen-Belsen

manner-of-death person name manner of death

Andres Escobar vermoord

winner person name nobelprize category year

Marie Curie natuurkunde 1903

Table 4.24: Types of terms extracted for each category
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Question type # facts

abbreviation 25.426
age 21.222
age-at-death 1.241
capital 2.325
currency 3.188
date-of-birth 4.194
date-of-death 3.341
founded 1.729
function 59.100
inhabitants 821
location-of-birth 759
location-of-death 753
manner-of-death 3.273
winner 339

total 127.711

Table 4.25: # facts extracted using the ba-
sic patterns

Question type # facts

abbreviation 25.426
age 24.259
age-at-death 1.292
capital 3.315
currency 3.188
date-of-birth 7.897
date-of-death 3.688
founded 1.946
function 68.152
inhabitants 955
location-of-birth 1.129
location-of-death 808
manner-of-death 3.783
winner 372

total 146.210

Table 4.26: # facts extracted using the
coreference based patterns

The numbers of facts extracted by matching the basic patterns with dependency
relations in the corpus are shown in table 4.25. The numbers of facts extracted by
matching the patterns based on coreference resolution are shown in table 4.26.

Only for the question types abbreviation and currency we did not extract more
facts. For abbreviation this is obvious since we used the complete same set of patterns
in both extraction runs. For currency we did add a pattern to cover cases such as ‘Het
land bracht een zegel uit van 19 forint’ (English: The country published a seal of 19
forint), but apparently references like these did not occur in the corpus for currencies.
For all other categories more facts were extracted. In particular for date-of-birth,
location-of-birth and capital the technique turned out to be beneficial. While
we extracted in general around 10% more for each category, for these three categories
we extracted respectively 88.3%, 48.7%, and 42.6%. Overall we extracted 14.5% more
facts.

To estimate the precision for both sets of extracted facts we selected from each
a random sample of around 200 facts. These facts were checked and classified into
one of the following categories: correct, incorrect, unsupported, inexact. A fact is
correct if the fact is true and supported by the text. See (35-a), Tacitus was indeed a
Roman writer. A fact is incorrect if the fact is not true. Aristide was never president
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of America but he was president of Haiti. The system incorrectly clustered the two
nouns referring to president in (35-b) together. A fact is unsupported if the fact is true,
but not supported by the text. Coincidently, F. Bordewijk was born in Amsterdam,
however the text in (35-c) states that Hermans was born in Amsterdam, no information
is given about the place of birth of F. Bordewijk. A fact is inexact if too much
information is extracted or too little. In (35-d) the abbreviation BBL stands for
Bank Brussel Lambert. Unfortunately Belgian was added, which makes the extracted
information inexact.

(35) a. Correct function fact: Romeinse schrijver, Tacitus.
Text: De Romeinse schrijver Tacitus omschreef het leefgebied van de
Bataven als een eiland.
English: The Roman writer Tacitus described the habitat of the Batavi-
ans as an island.

b. Incorrect function fact: Amerikaanse president, Aristide.
Text: We zullen wel zien of president Aristide zijn presidentschap vorm
kan geven. De Veiligheidsraad en de Amerikaanse president hadden zich
er niet mee moeten bemoeien.
English: We shall see if president Aristide can give shape to his presid-
ency. The Security Council and the American president should not have
interfered.

c. Unsupported location-of-birth fact: F. Bordewijk, Amsterdam.
Text: Ongetwijfeld zal Hermans zich hebben kunnen aansluiten bij wat
F. Bordewijk schreef in 1948. Toch werd Hermans bekroond door de
gemeente Amsterdam, waar hij in 1921 geboren werd.
English: Undoubtedly Hermans would have been able to agree with what
F. Bordewijk wrote in 1948. Nevertheless Hermans was rewarded by the
municipality Amsterdam, where he was born in 1921.

d. Inexact abbreviation fact: BBL, Belgische Bank Brussel Lambert.
Text: In 1992 werd getracht om de Belgische Bank Brussel Lambert
(BBL) over te nemen.
English: In 1922 one tried to take over the Belgian Bank Brussel Lambert
(BBL).

The result of this evaluation is listed in table 4.27 for the basic facts and in table
4.28 for the coreference based facts. For neither technique did the random sample
contain any unsupported fact. Using the coreference based patterns we had a few
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Evaluation # facts

correct 161 (78.9%)
incorrect 19 (9.3%)
unsupported 0 (0%)
inexact 24 (11.8%)

total 204 (100%)

Table 4.27: Evaluation of facts extracted
by basic patterns

Evaluation # facts

correct 175 (82.5%)
incorrect 28 (13.2%)
unsupported 0 (0%)
inexact 9 (4.2%)

total 212 (100%)

Table 4.28: Evaluation of facts extracted
by coreference based patterns

more facts correct, but also a few more incorrect. The number of facts that was
inexact decreased. This result means that the level of precision remains more or less
the same.

The result overall is that we extracted more facts using the coreference based
patterns (around 14.5% more) and yet we achieve approximately the same precision.
We will now see how this result affects the performance of question answering.

4.3.2 Question Answering task

For the QA experiments we used the open-domain corpus-based Dutch QA system,
Joost, described in chapter 2. We took questions from the CLEF 2003 through
CLEF 2006 Dutch question sets used for the Dutch monolingual task in the CLEF
QA tracks of the respective years. In total we used 1039 questions (See http:

//www.let.rug.nl/∼mur/questionsandanswers/chapter4/). We removed double
occurrences of questions.

For our purposes we are mainly interested in factoid questions. In tables 4.29, 4.30,
4.31 and 4.32 we listed per question set how many questions our question classifier
classified into each of the question types for which we created tables. No question
was classified into the age-of-death category. This is due to an error in the classifier.
There are at least two questions asking about the age of someone on his death, but
these questions were classified into the age category. For the question set of 2003, 2004
and 2005 around a quarter of the questions falls into table categories. For 2006 it is
suddenly a much smaller part.

We created answer sets in a similar way as was done for the previous experiments
(see chapter 2). We only changed the rules for person names. In some cases the last
name alone will give sufficient information to disambiguate the referent, however it is
hard to draw a line between the different cases. For example, for many presidents or
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2003
type # questions

abbreviation 15
age 4
age-at-death 0
capital 9
currency 5
date-of-birth 4
date-of-death 2
founded 12
function 41
inhabitants 15
location-of-birth 1
location-of-death 0
manner-of-death 3
winner 4

subtotal 115
other 337

total 442

Table 4.29: Question classification for the
CLEF 2003 data set

2004
type # questions

abbreviation 5
age 2
age-at-death 0
capital 3
currency 5
date-of-birth 2
date-of-death 1
founded 6
function 28
inhabitants 3
location-of-birth 1
location-of-death 0
manner-of-death 4
winner 0

subtotal 60
other 137

total 197

Table 4.30: Question classification for the
CLEF 2004 data set

prime-ministers only the last name will be clear enough: Chirac, Blair, Balkenende.
Still, there are enough names that cause troubles, like Bush, Kennedy and Roosevelt.
Things can also change in the course of time. In 1995 it was very clear who was meant
by Clinton, namely Bill Clinton. In 2008 in most cases the name Clinton will refer to
his wife, Hillary. Yet in some contexts it will still refer to Bill. To be consistent we
decided that if the question asks for a person name, the answer should contain both a
surname (or at least an initial) and a last name. We also added this rule to show the
benefits of named entity resolution.

The tables in which the QA system Joost will look for possible answers have been
described in section 4.3.1. We have two sets of tables, one containing facts extracted
using basic patterns and one containing facts extracted using basic patterns and core-
ference based patterns.

Results

The results of this experiment are listed in table 4.33. Using coreference information
we answered six more questions correctly, which we listed here (BM stands for basic
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2005
type # questions

abbreviation 2
age 3
age-at-death 0
capital 4
currency 1
date-of-birth 4
date-of-death 1
founded 1
function 21
inhabitants 1
location-of-birth 0
location-of-death 1
manner-of-death 3
winner 1

subtotal 43
other 157

total 200

Table 4.31: Question classification for the
CLEF 2005 data set

2006
type # questions

abbreviation 0
age 2
age-at-death 0
capital 1
currency 0
date-of-birth 0
date-of-death 2
founded 1
function 7
inhabitants 0
location-of-birth 1
location-of-death 0
manner-of-death 0
winner 1

subtotal 15
other 185

total 200

Table 4.32: Question classification for the
CLEF 2006 data set

method, CM for coreference based method:

(36) Q 20030024 Wie is de oprichter van de Orde van de Zonnetempel?
BM: homeopaat
CM: Luc Jouret

(37) Q20030147 Hoe heet de Italiaanse premier?
BM: Berlusconi
CM: Silvio Berlusconi

(38) Q20030196 Wie is de Italiaanse premier?
BM: Berlusconi
CM: Silvio Berlusconi

(39) Q20030411 Wat is de geboortedatum van Andre Agassi?
BM: 1994-07-31
CM: 29 maart 1970
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Question set Basic Coreference based

2003 72/115 (62.6%) 76/115 (66.1%)
2004 49/60 (81.7%) 50/60 (83.3%)
2005 26/43 (60.5%) 27/43 (62.3%)
2006 6/15 (40.0%) 6/15 (40.0%)

Total 153/233 (65.7%) 159/233 (68.2%)

Table 4.33: # questions answered correctly

(40) 20040082 Wie was de oprichter van Motown?
BM: NIL
CM: Berry Gordy

(41) 20050155 Hoe oud was Richard Holbrooke in 1995?
BM: NIL
CM: 54

4.3.3 Discussion of results

Using coreference information we extracted around 14.5% more facts without loss of
precision. This result is reflected in the outcome of our question-answering experiment:
we answered 6 more questions correctly. Hence, we can conclude that coreference
information can improve the performance of question answering.

The fact tables for the three categories date-of-birth, location-of-birth and
capital relatively increased the most, respectively with 88.3%, 48.7%, and 42.6%. We
see this reflected in the results for question answering in question Q20030411 that asks
for a date of birth and is given a correct answer using coreference information. There
were no improvements for the two other categories. For location-of-birth this may
be explained by the fact that there were only three questions in this category. For the
category capital the reason lies in the fact that we mainly increased the frequency
of the facts instead of adding new facts. Most questions already retrieved a correct
answer. This outcome is not surprising considering that the category capital is a
closed domain.

Evaluating the results we came upon an issue that might have tempered the out-
come of our question-answering experiment. Question 20050107 in the question set
read: Wie was piloot van de missie die de astronomische satelliet, de Hubble Space
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Telescope, repareerde? ‘Who was pilot of the mission that repaired the astronomic
satellite, the Hubble Space Telescope?’. The answer we found was extracted from a
sentence in the Algemeen Dagblad of September 19th, 1994 which was formulated as
follows: Bowersox was piloot van de missie die de astronomische satelliet, de Hubble
Space Telescope, repareerde ‘Bowersox was pilot of the mission that repaired the as-
tronomic satellite, the Hubble Space Telescope’. In Magnini et al. (2003) the authors
claim that they created the questions independently from the document collection,
thus avoiding any influence in the contents and in the formulation of the queries.
However, the example above suggests otherwise. If questions are re-formulations of
sentences in the newspaper corpus such as question 20050107, then coreference resolu-
tion has little effect. In a real life application where questions are truly independent of
the document collection, adding coreference information would perhaps achieve even
better results.

Besides off-line answer extraction there are more possibilities that might improve a
question-answering system by using coreference information. The QA-results achieved
by the information retrieval based component of the system depend partly on the
parameters controlling the passage-based retrieval, such as passage size and degree
of overlap between passages. We now have a collection of 16.8 million coreference
clusters. The outermost elements of a coreference cluster in terms of positions in the
document can be used to determine the passage boundaries to retrieve more coherent
passages.

Another option is to use the information from the clusters in the online answer
extraction component in a similar way as we did for off-line answer extraction. The
technique can be the same, since for online QA patterns are defined to extract answers
from the retrieved text passages. The only problem could be that the coreferent occurs
outside the bounderies of the passage.

4.4 Related work

Related work from earlier years which investigates the role reference resolution can
play in QA systems include those from Schone et al. (2005); Hartrumpf (2005); Watson
et al. (2003); Stuckardt (2003); Mollá et al. (2003).

Schone et al. (2005) apply a symbolic method which tries to resolve pronouns
and draw associations between definite NPs. This has a small positive effect on the
performance of their QA system.
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Hartrumpf (2005)’s error analysis of his results for the QA track of CLEF 2004
indicated that the lack of coreference resolution was a major source of errors. There-
fore he incorporated a coreference resolution system. This system, called CORUDIS,
combines syntactico-semantic rules with statistics derived from an annotated corpus.
Its results show an F-score of 66% for handling coreference relations between all kinds
of NPs (e.g. pronouns, common nouns and proper nouns). The improvements for the
QA system obtained by incorporating CORUDIS were unfortunately not significant
due to the limited recall value of the coreference resolution system.

Watson et al. (2003) point out that coreference resolution in scientific text may be
harder than in the newspaper text used for the TREC QA and CLEF QA track, as
scientific text tends to be more complex and contains relatively high proportions of
definite descriptions, which are the most challenging to resolve.

Stuckardt (2003) argues that coreference processing for QA should be considered
as a task of anaphora resolution rather than coreference resolution. Moreover, he says
that for QA the antecedent of the anaphor should be lexically informative. Further-
more, he declares that a high precision is important, especially when the document
collection under consideration exhibits redundancy and the sought information may
be retrieved from elsewhere. However, if there is a high redundancy then frequency
counts will overcome the errors caused by low precision in the case of off-line answer
extraction.

Mollá et al. (2003) incorporated an anaphora resolution module in their QA system.
Their system distinguishes itself from our system in that it targets specifically at
technical documentation.

The earliest approaches that evaluate the contribution of reference resolution to
QA are by Morton (2000) and Vicedo and Ferrández (2000a).

The approach of Morton (2000) models identity, definite NPs and non-possessive
third person pronouns. For pronoun resolution and common noun resolution, he uses
a set of features and a collection of annotated data to train a statistical model. For the
resolution of coreferent proper nouns simple string-matching techniques were applied.
He reports a small improvement, but his results do not quantify the effect of corefer-
ence resolution effectively, since his baseline system includes terms from surrounding
sentences.

Vicedo and Ferrández (2000a) analysed the effects of applying pronominal ana-
phora resolution to QA systems. They apply a knowledge-based approach, dividing
the different kinds of knowledge (e.g. pos-tags, syntactic knowledge and morphological
knowledge) into preferences and restrictions. Both the restrictions and the preferences
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are used to discard candidate antecedents. Their outcomes show a great improve-
ment in QA performance. This result can be explained by several aspects of their
experiments.

First, their anaphora resolution system achieved a high success rate, 87% for Span-
ish and 84% for English. Second, the authors consider an answer to a question to be
correct if it appeared into the ten most relevant sentences returned by the system for
each question, while it is typical to evaluate only the answer ranked first or to use the
mean reciprocal rank. And last but not least, they created their own question set.
These questions were known to have an answer in the document collection. Moreover,
for more than 50% of these questions the answer or a term in the query was refer-
enced pronominally in the target sentence. This percentage depends on the corpus
and the question set and it was probably lower for our data set. The authors define
a well-balanced question set as a set that would have a percentage of target sentences
that contain pronouns similar to the pronominal reference ratio of the text collection
that is being queried. However, most question sets made available by the well-known
evaluation fora TREC and CLEF seem to be not that well-balanced according to the
definition of Vicedo and Ferrández (2000a). On the other hand, does such a well bal-
anced question set represent a typical set of question set asked by users? It needs
further investigation to decide what makes a good question set for the evaluation of
the contribution of reference resolution to QA.

Vicedo and Ferrández (2000b) participated in the QA track of TREC 2000. The
results achieved there were more similar to ours. Application of pronominal anaphora
resolution produced only a small benefit, around a 1%. The authors argue there are
two main reasons for this result. First, they noticed that the number of relevant
sentences involving pronouns is very low. Second, the authors observed that there
were a lot of documents related to the same information: sentences in a document that
contain the right answer referenced by a pronoun, can also appear in another document
without pronominal anaphora. This observation affirms that further investigation to
the question set and corpus is needed.

4.5 Conclusion

The purpose of the current chapter was to address the low coverage problem of off-line
answer extraction by incorporating a state-of-the-art coreference resolution system
into an answer extraction system. We investigated to what extent coreference inform-
ation could improve the performance of answer extraction, in particular concentrating
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on the effects of recall. Our aim was to determine whether adding coreference inform-
ation helped to acquire more facts and to investigate if more questions were answered
correctly.

To this end, we built a state-of-the-art coreference resolution system for Dutch.
We showed that the results obtained on the KNACK-2002 data were slightly better
than the results reported by Hoste (2005), the only other results reported to date on
the KNACK-2002 data.

The system has been integrated as an coreference resolution system into the answer
extraction module. We evaluated the extended module on the extraction task as well
as on the task of question answering (QA). We extracted around 14.5% more facts
using coreference based patterns without loss of precision.

Using the extended tables on 233 CLEF questions resulted in an improvement
of the performance of a state-of-the-art QA system: 6 more question were answered
correctly, which corresponds to an error reduction of 7.3%.

Some questions in the data set seem to be re-formulations of sentences in the
newspaper corpus. In a real life application where questions are truly independent of
the document collection, adding coreference information would perhaps achieve even
better results.




